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McNaughton functions play the same role in èukasiewicz logics as Boolean
functions do in classical logic. Formulas in one variable are an important ingredi-
ent of automated deduction in many-valued logics: the aim of this paper is to
establish some results on the complexity of the problems of function representation
and formula minimization. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe roots of this work lie in 8 : there the authors discuss the principle
of resolution in the infinite-valued calculus of èukasiewicz and its com-
plexity. They put forward a definition of clause where literals are formulas
associated to monotone nonconstant McNaughton functions of one vari-
able. Positi¨ e literals, corresponding to increasing functions, are formulas
 4built up from the following set of connectives: [, (, k , n . The authors
ask whether the two connectives [ and ( suffice to express the same set
of functions. In this paper we shall show that in fact [ and ( do suffice.
We achieve this result by strengthening a technique introduced by Rose
w xand Rosser in 10 . Further, we show how to quickly put any given formula
in one variable into a clausal form suitable for automated deduction.
In the rest of this section we introduce the basic definitions and the
results needed to make the paper self-contained.
 <  .4Fix the alphabet S s X, , !, [ , (, k , n , , . The set L of formu-
w xlas of the infinite-valued propositional logic of èukasiewicz 2 is defined
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inductively as follows:
v < 5  .Strings of the form X , X , . . . , for short, X , X , . . . , called1 2
¨ariables, are in L .
v If w and c are formulas in L , so are the strings !w, w [
.  .  .  .c , w(c , w k c , w n c .
We shall omit parentheses whenever there can be no danger of confusion.
Throughout this paper we shall write X instead of X .1
We denote by L the subset of L given by all those formulas built up0
from the variable X using only [ and (; by L ! we denote the subset of0
L given by formulas of the form !w, where w g L .0
 . w xn w xEach formula q X , . . . , X determines a function f : 0, 1 ª 0, 1 as1 n q
follows:
v  .f x , . . . , x s x ,X 1 n ii
v f s 1 y f ,! w w
v  .f s min 1, f q f ,w[c . w c
v  .f s max 0, f q f y 1 ,w(c . w c
v  .f s max f , f ,w k c . w c
v  .f s min f , f .w n c . w c
 .For any subset L 9 of L we denote by F L 9 the class of all functions
determined by formulas in L 9.
We denote by N the set of natural numbers and by Z the set of integers.
q  4We write N for N R 0 .
The class M of McNaughton functions is the class of all functions g :
w xn w x  q.0, 1 ª 0, 1 n g N , which are continuous and piecewise linear with
w xninteger coefficients, i.e., there exist linear polynomials p , . . . , p : 0, 1 ª1 t
w x  . w xn0, 1 , with integer coefficients, such that for any x , . . . , x g 0, 1 ,1 n
 .  .there is j, 1 F j F t with g x , . . . , x s p x , . . . , x .1 n j 1 n
w x  . w xMcNaughton 3 showed that M coincides with F L . See 6 for a
constructive proof of this fact.
Two formulas w and c are equi¨ alent, in symbols, w ' c , if and only if
f s f .w c
Each one of the binary connectives of L has the properties of associa-
tivity and commutativity. Moreover for any w and c in L the following
hold:
v !!w ' w.
v  .  .w k c ' ! !w [ c [ c and w n c ' ! !w(c (c .
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v  . DeMorgan laws: w [ c ' ! !w( !c and w(c ' ! !w [
.!c .
We agree to denote by mw the formula w [ w [ ??? [ w where w
. moccurs m times and by w the formula w(w( ??? (w. We shall freely
identify formulas with their associated McNaughton functions whenever
we find it useful to do so. We shall also write w ' f to mean that fw
coincides with f , and f ' f [ f to say that there exist formulas w, c , q1 2
such that f is the function f associated to w, f and f are, respectively,w 1 2
associated to c and q , and f s f . The same applies to all connec-w c [q .
tives.
5 5We shall denote by w the length of any w g L , by aw the number of
5 5occurrences of all the variables in w. Clearly aw F w . Note also that for
 .any completely parenthesized formula w X , in which the negation con-
5 5nective ! never occurs, we have w s 4aw y 3.
2. LINEAR FUNCTIONS AS FORMULAS
  44For any McNaughton function f of the form max 0, min 1, mx y n ,
w xm, n g Z, the well-known Rose]Rosser algorithm 10 outputs a formula w
such that f s f . This algorithm is exponential with respect to the value ofw
the angular coefficient m of f , in both space and time. Here we describe a
more efficient algorithm whose output formulas have a length bounded by
cm2 for a suitable constant c g N. This turns out to be useful for a
many-valued automated deduction, as we shall see in the next sections
 w x w x.compare with 5 and 8 .
DEFINITION 2.1. For any m g Nq, n g N with n - m, we denote by
w < x w x w xm n the uniquely determined continuous function f : 0, 1 ª 0, 1 such
that:
 .  . w xi f x vanishes over 0, nrm .
 .  . w  . xii f x coincides with mx y n over nrm, n q 1 rm .
 .  .  .iii f x s 1 for any x G n q 1 rm.
w < xRemark. Note that m n is a McNaughton function. We shall use the
w < xsame notation to denote any arbitrary formula associated to m n .
 . !LEMMA 2.2. Gi¨ en any formula w X g L j L and its associated0 0
McNaughton function f , the formula w ­, obtained from w by exchangingw
e¨ery occurrence of [ with( and exchanging e¨ery occurrence of ( with [,
 .  .­is associated to the McNaughton function f x s 1 y f 1 y x obtainedw w
1 1 .from f by symmetry around the point , .w 2 2
We shall call w ­ and f ­ the dual of w and f , respecti¨ ely.w w
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Proof. Proved by DeMorgan laws.
w < x w < xRemark. The dual of m n is m m y n y 1 .
q w < x w < xLEMMA 2.3. For any m g N we ha¨e m 0 ' mX and m m y 1 '
X m.
Proof. It is obvious.
LEMMA 2.4. For any m, n g Nq with 0 - n - m y 1, we ha¨e:
 . < w < x   . .nq1i If n q 1 m then m n ' mr n q 1 X .
 . < w < x  . m rmyn..ii If m y n m then m n ' m y n X .
 .  . w  . < xProof of i . Note that mr n q 1 X ' mr n q 1 0 by Lemma 2.3.
  . .nq1  . So mr n q 1 X has value 1 whenever x G n q 1 rm; for x F n q
.   . . .  .1 rm its value is max 0, mr n q 1 n q 1 x y n s max 0, mx y n . Thus
the function vanishes for x F nrm and coincides with mx y n for nrm F
 .x F n q 1 rm.
 .Proof of ii . Analogous, using Lemma 2.2.
LEMMA 2.5. For any m, n g Nq with 0 - n - m y 1, we ha¨e:
 .  . w < x w < xi If gcd m, n s d ) 1 then m n ' d mrd nrd .
 .  . w < x w < . xdii If gcd m, n q 1 s d ) 1 then m n ' mrd n y d q 1 rd .
 .  .  .Proof. We shall prove only i , because ii follows from i by Lemma
2.2.
 . w < x  .Let f x be the continuous function mrd nrd . Note that f x s 0
w x w  . xover 0, nrm , f is linear over nrm, n q d rm and coincides with 1 over
w . x w < x w xn q d rm, 1 . So also d mrd nrd vanishes over 0, nrm , further, it
w  . xcoincides with mx y n over nrm, n q 1 rm and it has value 1 for any
 .x G n q 1 rm.
The algorithm introduced by Rose and Rosser is based on the following
 w x.equivalence compare with 10, Section 12 :
LEMMA 2.6. For any m, n g Nq with n - m y 1,
< < <w x w x w xm n ' m y 1 n [ X ( m y 1 n y 1 . .
w  .x w < x .Proof. For any x g 0, nr m y 1 we have m y 1 n x s 0 and
<w xX( m y 1 n y 1 x . .
<w xs max 0, m y 1 x q x y n y 1 y 1 s m n x . .  .  . .
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w  . x w < x .For any x g nr m y 1 , 1 we have m y 1 n y 1 x s 1 and
< <w x w xm y 1 n [ X x s min 1, m y 1 x q x y n s m n x . .  .  . . .
Remark. By applying recursively the previous procedure one gets a
w < xformula equivalent to m n whose length is in general exponential with
respect to m: in fact, it can be easily shown that, if we consider the case
mw < xm mr2 , we get a formula w such that aw G .? @  /mr2? @
By contrast:
 .PROPOSITION 2.7. There are a Turing machine T and a polynomial p x
q  .such that for any m g N , n g N with n F m y 1, T m, n outputs, after a
 .  . w < xnumber of steps proportional to p m , a formula w g L , w X ' m n .0
Moreo¨er, aw F m2.
 .Proof. T m, n recursively performs the following:
1. If n s 0 or n s m y 1 then compute w according to Lemma 2.3;
otherwise go to step 2.
< <2. If n q 1 m or m y n m then compute w according to Lemma 2.4;
otherwise go to step 3.
 .  .3. If gcd m, n s d ) 1 or gcd m, n q 1 s d ) 1 then compute w
according to Lemma 2.5; otherwise go to step 4.
4. Compute w according to Lemma 2.6.
w < xThe output formula is clearly equivalent to m n .
 .Now, proceeding by induction on m: if m, n satisfies the conditions of
steps 1 or 2, then T outputs, without any recursion, the appropriate
 .formula w such that aw is exactly m. Otherwise, if m, n satisfies the
condition of step 3 then, by induction hypothesis, w consists of d copies of
 .2a formula c , where ac F mrd .
There remains to be considered the case in which T enters step 4. In
 .  .this case we have gcd m, n s 1 and gcd m, n q 1 s 1; then m is an odd
number and m y 1 is even. Furthermore, 0 - n - m y 1 and m ) 2. We
consider four cases:
 .i n s m y 2: then
< < <w x w x w xm n ' m y 1 m y 2 [ X ( m y 1 m y 3 .
' X my 1 [ X (2 X my1.r2 . .  .
 .ii n s 1: then
< < <w x w x w xm n ' m y 1 1 [ X ( m y 1 0 .
2m y 1
' X [ X ( m y 1 X . . / /2
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 .  .   . .iii n is even: then gcd m y 1, n s gcd m y 1, n y 1 q 1 s d
G 2, hence,
dm y 1 n m y 1 n y d
<w xm n ' d [ X ( . /d d d d
 . iv n is odd and none of the foregoing cases hold: then gcd m y
.  .1, n y 1 s d G 2 and gcd m y 1, n q 1 s d G 2, whence,1 2
d2m y 1 n y d q 1 m y 1 n y 12
<w xm n ' [ X (d .1 /d d d d2 2 1 1
Let w be the formula computed by T. In the first two cases, aw F 2m y 1
- m2. In the last two cases, by induction hypothesis, aw is bounded by
 .2 2  .2  .2 22 m y 1 rd q 1 - m and m y 1 rd q m y 1 rd q 1 - m , re-1 2
spectively.
Similar estimates hold for the number of computational steps, because
checking divisibility and computing gcds take a number of steps propor-
 .  .tional to q m for some suitable polynomial q x .
Remark. The algorithm described in Proposition 2.7 does not always
w < xgive the shortest formula equivalent to m n . Consider, for instance, the
w < xcase 10 3 : then T computes
2< <w x w x10 3 ' 5 1
2< <w x w x' 4 1 [ X ( 4 0 . .
22
' 2 X [ X (4 X , . . /
where X occurs 18 times, while it can be shown that
< < < <w x w x w x w x10 3 ' 6 2 [ 4 1 ( 6 1 .
3 2 2
' 2 X [ 2 X ( 3 X .  .  . .
where X occurs only 16 times.
Obviously, there exists a brute force algorithm always giving the shortest
w < xformula equivalent to m n : it just uses T to compute an upper bound for
the length of all possible candidates, then it generates in increasing order
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all formulas shorter than the upper bound and checks them one by one
until it finds a formula having the desired property. However, this algo-
rithm runs in exponential time with respect to m.
PROPOSITION 2.8. For any k, n g N, n - 2 k, T always produces, o¨er
 k . w k < xinput 2 , n , a formula w ' 2 n of minimal length.
Proof. By induction on k. The basis is trivial. Now, either n or n q 1 is
 k .  k .even, so gcd 2 , n ) 1 or gcd 2 , n q 1 ) 1: in either case this gcd is a
power of 2. The proof now follows from Lemma 2.5.
LEMMA 2.9. For any m, n g Nq with n - m y 1,
< < <w x w x w xm n ' m y 1 n [ X( m y 1 n y 1 . .
w  .x w < xProof. For any x g 0, nr m y 1 we have X ' m y 1 n [ X, and
w  . x w < xfor any x g nr m y 1 , 1 , X ' m y 1 n y 1 (X.
Lemma 2.6 can be further generalized as follows:
LEMMA 2.10. Gi¨ en m g Nq, n g N with n - mr2, if there exist k, h g
 .  .N, with 0 - k - mr2 and h - min k, n , such that nk ) mh and h q 1 m
 .) n q 1 k, then
< < < <w x w x w x w xm n s m y k n y h [ k h ( m y k n y h y 1 .
< < <w x w x w x' m y k n y h [ k h ( m y k n y h y 1 . .
Dually, letting n9 s m y n y 1 and h9 s k y h y 1, we ha¨e
< < < <w x w x w x w xm n9 ' m y k n9 q h y k ( k h9 [ m y k n9 y h9 .
< < <w x w x w x' m y k n9 q h y k ( k h9 [ m y k n9 y h9 . .
w < x w < x Proof. Note that the functions m n and k h intersect at p s n y
.  .h r m y k , moreover,
1 n n q 1 1
p y - - p - - p q .
m y k m m m y k
w < x  .  .The function m y k n y h y 1 coincides with m y k x y n y h y 1
w  . x w < x  .over p y 1r m y k , p , whereas m y k n y h coincides with m y k x
 . w  .x y n y h for any x g p, p q 1r m y k . Because hrk - nrm - n q
.  .1 rm - h q 1 rk, we have
< < <w x w x w xm y k n y h [ k h ' k h ,
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w xfor any x g 0, p and
< < <w x w x w xm y k n y h [ k h ' m n ,
w xover p, 1 ; analogously,
< < <w x w x w xk h ( m y k n y h y 1 ' k h
w xover p, 1 , while
< < <w x w x w xk h ( m y k n y h y 1 ' m n ,
w xfor any x g 0, p .
 .The last statement follows by duality Lemma 2.2 .
w < xNote that the second formula for 10 3 given in the remark following
Proposition 2.7 is computed using Lemma 2.10.
3. MONOTONE FUNCTIONS
In this section we show how one can quickly produce, for any monotone
increasing McNaughton function f other than the constants 0 and 1, a
formula associated to f built only with [ and (. This will answer the
w x.question posed by Mundici]Olivetti 8, Remark following 7.4 . By quickly
here we mean polynomially in both space and time with respect to the
value of the angular coefficients of the line segments determining f : this is
appropriate, because, for applications to automated deduction, we must
w xexpect that formulas are the primary object of interest. See 8 for a
thorough account on the relevance of one variable McNaughton functions
for automated deduction.
DEFINITION 3.1. We denote by Mq and My the class of monotone
 .increasing respectively, decreasing nonconstant McNaughton functions of
one variable.
By definition of McNaughton function, every function f g Mq can be
unambiguously specified by a finite sequence l , . . . , l of line segments,1 u
w < xeach l being included in the graph of a function of the form m n fori i i
suitable integers m and n . We agree to denote f and any of its associatedi i
w < xw < x w < xformulas as m n m n ??? m n , where all m and n are uniquely1 1 2 2 u u i i
determined by the following definition.
DEFINITION 3.2. Given any f g Mq we say that the finite sequence,
< <m n ??? m n1 1 u u
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 .is a canonical representation of f , if and only if
 .i m , n g N, 0 F n - m for all i, 1 F i F u.i i i i
 .ii There is a set of left-closed and right-open intervals I s
 4  4  .I , . . . , I and a set of line segments l , . . . , l such that dom l is the1 u 1 u i
 .  .closure cl I of I and l x s m x y n for all i, 1 F i F u.i i i i i
 . w  . .iii I determines a partition of n rm , n q 1 rm , sup I s1 1 u u i
 .inf I for 1 F i - u and f coincides with l over cl I for each i,iq1 i i
1 F i F u.
 .iv m / m for all i, 1 F i - u.i iq1
Remark. Note that there always exists a representation for any function
q  .f g M ; its uniqueness is guaranteed by Definition 3.2 iv .
w < x w < x qGiven the representation m n ??? m n for f g M , we shall de-1 1 u u
w < x w < xnote by f ' m n ??? m n both the function itself and any of its1 1 u u
associated formulas.
w xIf f vanishes over 0, p , for some 0 F p - 1, then it coincides with
w < xm n in some right neighbourhood of p; moreover f coincides with1 1
w < x w xm n over 0, p . Similar considerations apply when f coincides with 11 1
w xover some interval q, 1 with 0 - q F 1.
DEFINITION 3.3. Let f be a McNaughton function of one variable and
P s x , f x , . . . , x , f x 4 .  . .  .1 1 h h
be the finite set of points where f is not differentiable. We shall call
  ..4   ..4Q s 0, f 0 j P j 1, f 1 the set of characterizing points of f.
w < x w < xLEMMA 3.4. A finite sequence m n ??? m n represents some func-1 1 u u
tion f g Mq if and only if m , n g N, 0 F n - m , for all 1 F i F u, andi i i i
n n y n n y n n q 11 2 1 u uy1 u
- - ??? - - ,
m m y m m y m m1 2 1 u uy1 u
pro¨ided that m / m for all i, 1 F i - u.i iq1
Proof. f is completely determined by its values at its characterizing
points. Observe that n rm lies at the intersection of m x y n with the1 1 1 1
 .zero function, m x y n reaches the value 1 at n q 1 rm , and eachu u u u
 .  .n y n r m y m lies at the intersection of the lines m x y n andi iy1 i iy1 i i
m x y n for all 1 - i F u.iy1 iy1
w < x w < x qLEMMA 3.5. If m n ??? m n represents some f g M and m - m1 1 u u 1 i
for all 1 - i F u, then the following hold for all 1 - i F u:
 .i n G n .i 1
 .  .  .  .  .ii n y n r m y m F n y n r m y m .i 1 i 1 i iy1 i iy1
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 .  .  .  .iii n q 1 rm F n y n q 1 r m y m .i i i 1 i 1
 .  .  .iv n q 1 rm F n q 1 rm .i i 1 1
 .Proof of i . Suppose, by way of contradiction, n - n : because n rmi 1 i i
F n rm , we geti 1
n n n1 1 1
< < <m n G m n s 1 ) m n s 0,i i 1 i 1 1 /  /  /m m m1 1 1
w < x . w xhence m n x s 1 for all x g n rm , 1 , contradicting Lemma 3.4. Thisi i 1 1
 .settles i .
 .  .Proof of ii . By induction on i . Trivially the basis holds. For the
 .  .  . induction step, suppose n y n r m y m F n y n r m yk 1 k 1 k ky1 k
.m for all k with 1 - k - i. We consider two cases:ky1
 .  . a m ) m : from Lemma 3.4 we have n y n r m yi iy1 iy1 iy2 iy1
.  .  .m - n y n r m y m , whence n ) n andiy2 i iy1 i iy1 i iy1
n y n n y n n y niy1 1 i 1 i iy1
- - .
m y m m y m m y miy1 1 i 1 i iy1
 .b m - m : proceeding as in the foregoing text we have n ) ni iy1 iy1 i
and
n y n n y n n y ni 1 iy1 1 iy1 i
- - .
m y m m y m m y mi 1 iy1 1 iy1 i
 .The proof of ii is thus complete, because, by Definition 3.2, we cannot
have m s m .i iy1
 .  . Proof of iii . We note that n rm - n q 1 rm . For otherwise ab-1 1 i i
. w < x . w < xsurdum hypothesis , we would have m n n rm G m n n qi i 1 1 i i i
. . w < x . w x1 rm s 1, hence m n x s 1 for all x g n rm , 1 against Lemmai i i 1 1
 .3.4. Also n G n holds by i , whence,i 1
n n q 1 n y n q 11 i i 1
- F ,
m m m y m1 i i 1
 .and the proof of iii is complete.
 .  .  .Proof of iv . If n q 1 rm ) n q 1 rm theni i 1 1
n q 1 n q 11 1
< <m n - m n s 1,i i 1 1 /  /m m1 1
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w < x . w < x . w .  . xwhence m n x ) m n x for all x g n q 1 rm , n q 1 rm ,1 1 i i 1 1 i i
 < 4thus contradicting m s min m 1 F j F u .1 j
q w < x w < xLEMMA 3.6. Let f g M be represented as m n ??? m n . If m -1 1 u u 1
m for any 1 - i F u theni
< < <f ' m n [ m y m n y n ??? m y m n y n .1 1 2 1 2 1 u 1 u 1
If m - m for any 1 F i - u thenu i
< < <f ' m y m n y n y 1 ??? m y m n y n y 1 ( m n .1 u 1 u uy1 u uy1 u u u
Proof. For any 1 - i F u, the line m x y n intersects the line m xi i iy1
 .  .y n at n y n r m y m ; if f happens to coincide with m x yiy1 i iy1 i iy1 i
w .  .  . xn at some point x, then x g n y n r m y m , n q 1 rm ,i i iy1 i iy1 i i
 .  .because m x y n has value 1 in n q 1 rm . By Lemma 3.5 i , thei i i i
w < x w function m y m n y n is well defined, and it vanishes over 0, n yi 1 i 1 i
.  .x  .  . wn r m y m and it coincides with m y m x y n y n over n y1 i 1 i 1 i 1 i
.  .  .  .x  .  .  .n r m y m , n y n q 1 r m y m . By Lemma 3.5 ii , iii , and iv1 i 1 i 1 i 1
w < x . w < x . w < x .we can conclude that m n x s m n x q m y m n y n x fori i 1 1 i 1 i 1
w .  .  . xany x g n y n r m y m , n q 1 rm . Because, by direct in-i iy1 i iy1 i i
spection, all conditions in Lemma 3.4 are satisfied, the first statement is
settled.
Using Lemma 2.2, we prove the second statement.
q w < x w < xCOROLLARY 3.7. Let f g M be represented as m n ??? m n . If1 1 u u
n s 0 then1
< <f ' m X [ m y m n ??? m y m n .1 2 1 2 u 1 u
If n s m y 1 thenu u
m u< <f ' m y m n y m ??? m y m n y m (X .1 u 1 u uy1 u uy1 u
Proof. Suppose n s 0. Note that for any 0 F h - k F m , with k / m1 1 1
w < x . w < x .  xor h / 0, we have k h x - m 0 x for any x g 0, 1rm . Because f is1 1
monotone increasing, m ) m for any 1 - i F u.i 1
When n s m y 1 the proof follows from Lemma 2.2.u u
q w < xw < xCOROLLARY 3.8. If f g M and f is represented by m n m n , for1 1 2 2
suitable n , n , m , m g N, then1 2 1 2
< <m n [ m y m n y n if m - m ,1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
f '  < <m y m n y n y 1 ( m n if m ) m .1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2
Proof. By Definition 3.2, m / m .1 2
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q w < x w < xLEMMA 3.9. Gi¨ en f g M , assume f ' m n ??? m n for suitable1 1 u u
integers m , n with 1 F i F u. If neither m - m for all 1 - i F u nori i 1 i
m - m for all 1 F i - u then:u i
 .i There exists precisely one index j, 1 F j F u, such that
<m s min m 1 F i F u . 4j i
Furthermore, 1 / j / u.
 .  .ii Fix j as in i . Then,
< <f ' f [ m n ( f ' f [ m n ( f , .  .1 j j 2 1 j j 2
where,
< <f ' m y m n y n ??? m y n n y n ,1 jq1 j jq1 j u j u j
< <f ' m y m n y n y 1 ??? m y m n y n y 1 .2 1 j 1 j jy1 j jy1 j
 .Proof. To prove i , suppose, by way of contradiction, there exist two
 <distinct indexes j, k, 1 F j - k F u, such that m s m s min m 1 F i Fj k i
4 w < x . w  . xu : If n - n then m n x s 0 over 0, n q 1 rm , contradicting thej k k k j j
w < x .minimality of m and m ; if n ) n then m n x s 1 for all x gj k j k k k
w xn rm , 1 , contradicting Lemma 3.4; finally, the case n s n again contra-j j j k
 < < .  .dicts the minimality of m and m or Definition 3.2, if j y k s 1 and ij k
is settled.
Let the functions g , g g Mq be given by,1 2
< < <g ' m n m n ??? m n ,1 j j jq1 jq1 u u
and
< < <g ' m n ??? m n m n .2 1 1 jy1 jy1 j j
By Lemma 3.4, these functions are well defined. Applying Lemma 3.6 we
have
< <g ' m n [ f and g ' f ( m n .1 j j 1 2 2 j j
w  . To complete the proof, we observe that for all x g 0, n y n r mjq1 j jq1
.x w .  . x  . w < x .y m and for all y g n y n r m y m , 1 , g x s m n x ,j j jy1 j jy1 1 j j
 . w < x .and g y s m n y .2 j j
 . q  ! . yTHEOREM 3.10. F L s M and F L s M .0 0
 . q  . Proof. To show that F L : M , note that min 1, x q y and max 0, x0
.q y y 1 are both monotone increasing functions in each argument.
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q w f < f x w f < f xLet f g M be such that f ' m n ??? m n . To prove f g1 1 u f . u f .
 .  .F L we proceed by induction on u f :0
v  .If u f s 1, using the Turing machine T of Proposition 2.7, we
produce a formula w ' f. Otherwise:
v  .If u f s 2, using Corollary 3.8, we get either f ' f [ f or f '1 2
 .  .f ( f : in either case u f s u f s 1. Otherwise:1 2 1 2
v
f fIf n s 0 then we apply Corollary 3.7, obtaining f ' m X [ f , thus1 1 1
 .  .u f s u f y 1. Otherwise:1
v
f fIf n s m y 1 we again apply Corollary 3.7, obtaining f 'u f . u f .
m fu f .  .  .f ( X and u f s u f y 1. Otherwise:1 1
v
f f f f .  .If m - m for all 1 - i F u f or m - m for all 1 F i - u f1 i u f . i
w f < f xthen we apply Lemma 3.6 obtaining, respectively, f ' m n [ f or1 1 1
w f < f x  .  .f ' f ( m n . In either case u f s u f y 1. Otherwise:1 u f . u f . 1
v
f f w < x.We apply Lemma 3.9 obtaining f ' f [ m n (f for a suit-1 j j 2
 .able index j, 1 - j - u f .
 .  .  .In the last case u f q u f s u f y 1: by induction hypothesis, f g1 2
 .F L .0
! y .Trivially F L s M .0
EXAMPLE. Let f g Mq be the unique McNaughton function whose set
1 1 1 1 1 2 .  .  .  .  .  .4of characterizing points is given by 0, 0 , , 0 , , , , , , 1 , 1, 1 .4 3 3 2 2 3
w < xw < xw < xf thus consists of five line segments. By Lemma 3.4 f ' 4 1 1 0 3 1 . So
w < x . w < x  2 .f ' 2 1 [ X ( 3 0 ' X [ X (3 X.
 . qLEMMA 3.11. Let w X g L be any formula in one ¨ariable. If f g Mw
w < x w < xand f ' m n ??? m n , thenw 1 1 u u
<u F max m 1 F i F u F aw . 4i
Proof. Clearly, m F aw for all 1 F i F u. Applying the procedurei
described in the proof of Theorem 3.10, we note that at every step the
maximum of all the m s involved in the new expression equivalent to fi w
 < 4will decrease, so u F max m 1 F i F u .i
 .THEOREM 3.12. There are a Turing machine U and a polynomial r x
 . 2 usuch that o¨er input m , n , . . . , m , n g N , U stops after at most1 1 u u
  < 4.r max m 1 F i F u steps, outputting a formula w ' f , w g L , if and onlyi 0
q w < x w < xif there exists f g M such that f ' m n ??? m n . Furthermore, aw F1 1 u u
  < 4.3max m 1 F i F u .i
Proof. U quickly checks whether all the conditions of Lemma 3.4 hold
aborting the computation if any of them fails; if no condition fails, U
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applies recursively the procedure described in the proof of Theorem 3.10,
w < x w < xoutputting w ' m n ??? m n . The proof follows by Proposition 2.71 1 u u
and Lemma 3.11.
4. RECONSTRUCTION OF FORMULAS
The aim of this section is to show how one can quickly transform any
formula associated to a monotone McNaughton function of one variable
and expressed in the full language L , into an equivalent formula built with
the connectives [ and ( only.
The following remark generalizes Definition 3.2 to any McNaughton
function of one variable.
Remark. For any McNaughton function f of one variable, the following
hold:
 .i There is a finite set of closed to the left and open to the right
 4 X  4intervals I s I , . . . , I and a set of line segments L s l , . . . , l such1 u f 1 u
 .  .  . < < < <that dom l s cl I and l x s m x y n , where m , n g Z, n F mi i i i i i i i i
 .unless l s 1 , and m n G 0 for all i, 1 F i F u.i i i
 . w .ii I determines a partition of 0, 1 and sup I s inf I for 1 F ii iq1
 .- u. Furthermore, f coincides with l over cl I for each i, 1 F i F u.i i
 .iii m / m for all i, 1 F i - ui iq1
DEFINITION 4.1. For any McNaughton function f of one variable, we
 4form the set L , by removing from l , . . . , l all line segments l whichf 1 u j
are constant over I .j
 .For any formula w X g L , we denote the set L just by L . Further-f ww
  ..   ..4more, we denote by Q the set x , f x , . . . , x , f x of character-w 1 w 1 h w h
 4izing points of f , and we construct the set T by adding to x , . . . , x allw w 1 h
w xthe points in 0, 1 arising from the intersection of every two distinct lines
which extend a pair of segments from L .w
  ..   ..4Remark. Whenever we write Q s x , f x , . . . , x , f x or Tw 1 w 1 h w h w
 4s x , . . . , x , we are tacitly assuming that 0 s x - ??? - x s 1 or1 k 1 h
< < < < < <0 s x - ??? - x s 1. Clearly, L F Q F T .1 k w w w
 .LEMMA 4.2. Let w X g L be any formula in one ¨ariable and let
k s aw. Each point p g T can be expressed as ard, for suitable a, d g N,w
 .with a F d F 2k and gcd a, d s 1. Furthermore, the cardinality of T isw
bounded by 2k 2 y k q 2.
 .Proof. For all l g L , we have l x s mx y n for suitable m, n g Z. Inw
< < < <particular, an easy induction on the length of w shows n F m F k.
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 .  4Consider any point p g T other than 0 and 1. If f p g 0, 1 then therew w
 .is a line segment l g L , with l x s mx y n such that either p s nrm orw
 . < <p s n q 1 rm: in both cases d F m F k. Otherwise, p lies at the
 .intersection of two lines extending line segments l9, l0 g L , with l9 x sw
 . < < < <m9x y n9 and l0 x s m0 x y n0. Thus 0 - p s n9 y n0 r m9 y m0 - 1
< < < < < <and d F m9 y m0 F m9 q m0 F 2k.
w xTo complete the proof we note that the number of rationals in 0, 1 ,
having denominator F 2k when expressed as irreducible fractions, is
2 k 2 .bounded by 2 q  i y 1 s 2k y k q 2.is2
 .THEOREM 4.3. Let w X g L be a formula in one ¨ariable. There is a
Turing machine V such that, if f g Mq then, o¨er input w, V outputs, inw
5 5  . 2 upolynomial time with respect to w , a 2u-tuple m , n , . . . , m , n g N1 1 u u
w < x w < xsuch that f ' m n ??? m n , where u F aw and n - m F aw for allw 1 1 u u i i
i, 1 F i F u.
Proof. V builds the set Q of characterizing points of f workingw w
inductively on the structure of w as follows:
 .  .4If w s X then Q s 0, 0 , 1, 1 .X
  ..   ..4If w s !c and Q s x , f x , . . . , x , f x then Q sc 1 c 1 k c k ! c
  ..   ..4x , 1 y f x , . . . , x , 1 y f x .1 c 1 k c k
 .  4If w s c )q , where ) g [, (, k , n , then V proceeds as fol-
lows:
 .   ..a V computes the set Q [ x , f x , . . . ,w 1 c ) q . 1
  ..4x , f x , where each x , for 1 F j F h is such that there exists ah c )q . h j
  ..   ..point x , f x g Q or a point x , f x g Q . The set Q is sup-j c j c j q j q w
posed to be ordered so that x - x - ??? - x .1 2 h
 .b For all j, 1 F j - h, V quickly checks whether f is linearc )q .
w x  .over x , x ; if not, there exists precisely one point in x , x wherej jq1 j jq1
f is not differentiable: V quickly computes this point x and insertsÄc )q . j
  ..   ..   ..x , f x in Q , between x , f x and x , f x .Ä Äj c )q . j w j c )q . j jq1 c )q . jq1
Ä   ..After reindexing, we call Q the resulting ordered set x , f x ,w 1 c )q . 1
  ..4. . . , x , f x .k c )q . k
 .c If k ) 2, V searches, for all e, 1 - e - k, the first index e9
w xsuch that f is linear over x , x : if there is such an index e9, Vc )q . e9y1 e9q1
Ä  ..  .deletes the point x , f x from Q and then repeats step c withe9 c )q . e9 w
Ä Äthe modified set Q ; otherwise, V sets Q [ Q . After at most k y 2w w w
 .times, V exits step c .
It is easy to verify that V indeed computes the set Q , moreover, all thisw
computation can be performed in polynomial time with respect to the
 .  4length of w, in fact: in step a , V determines the set x , . . . , x by direct1 h
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 .inspection of the two sets Q and Q ; furthermore, to compute f x ,c q c )q . i
 .  .V obtains the possibly missing f x or f x by an easy linear interpola-c i q i
tion from two points of the appropriate set Q or Q . Checking linearityc q
 .  .in steps b and c , as well as determining the new nondifferentiability
 .points x in step b , both are problems that V can solve by computingÄj
intersections of pair of line segments. Also, all this computation amounts
 .to performing a polynomial number with respect to aw of multiplica-
tions, divisions, and additions of fractions which, by Lemma 4.2, have
numerator and denominator bounded by a fixed polynomial in aw. Finally,
 .2for each subformula h of w, Q contains at most 2 ah y ah q 2 points,h
5 5and the recursive descent terminates after at most w steps.
Using Q , V quickly checks whether f g Mq and then quickly com-w w
w < x w < xputes the representation m n ??? m n of f . By Lemma 3.11 the1 1 u u w
proof is completed.
Remark. Theorem 4.3 yields a polynomial time method to decide
tautologousness and satisfiability of formulas of one variable compare
w x.with 4 .
COROLLARY 4.4. There exists a Turing machine W such that, gi¨ en any
 . q yinput formula of one ¨ariable w X g L , if f g M j M , then W outputsw
!  .3a formula c g L j L such that w ' c and ac F aw . The number of0 0
5 5computational steps of W is bounded by a polynomial in w .
Proof. Immediate, from Theorems 4.3 and 3.12.
5. CLAUSAL FORMS
w xRelying upon the framework introduced by Mundici and Olivetti 8 to
study resolution for the infinite-valued calculus of èukasiewicz, we show
how one can quickly transform any formula in one variable into an
equivalent clausal form.
 .From now on, we shall call positi¨ e literal respectively, negati¨ e literal
 .  .in the variable Y any formula w Y g L obtained from a formula c X
 ! .g L respectively, g L , by substituting every occurrence of the vari-0 0
able X with Y.
DEFINITION 5.1. A clause C is a formula of L of the form,
w Y k ??? k w Y , .  .1 1 n n
where n g N, each w is either a positive or a negative literal, and for eachi
 4variable Y the set w , . . . , w contains at most one positive literal in Yi 1 n i
and at most one negative literal in Y . A clausal form is any formulai
 .F s C n ??? n C m g N , where each C is a clause.1 m j
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 . XLEMMA 5.2. Let w X g L be a formula in one ¨ariable and let L sw
 4  4l , . . . , l and T s x , . . . , x . Then, for each 1 F j - k:1 u w 1 k
 .  4i There is a permutation p of 1, . . . , u such that, for all x gj
w xx , x ,j jq1
l x F ??? F l x . .  .p 1. p u.j j
 .ii There is a unique index i , 1 F i F u, such that f s l o¨erj j w p  i .j jw x w xx , x . Furthermore, for all x g 0, 1 ,j jq1
max l x , . . . , l x G f x . .  .  . 4p 1. p  i . wj j j
 . w xiii For all x g 0, 1 ,
f x s min 1, max l x , . . . , l x 1 F j - k . .  .  . 4 5w p 1. p  i .j j j
 .Proof. i Suppose, by way of contradiction, there is an index h,
X w x1 F h - k, such that the set L is not totally ordered over x , x .w h hq1
Then, there are at least two distinct line segments l9, l0 g LX and twow
 .  .  .  .  .distinct y, z g x , x such that l9 y - l0 y and l9 z ) l0 z . Byh hq1
 .continuity, l9 and l0 intersect in x g x , x , so x g T , against theh hq1 w
definition of T .w
 .ii Clearly, for all 1 F j - k, there is a unique index i , 1 F i F u,j j
w x w xsuch that f s l over x , x . For any x g 0, 1 , we have x gw p  i . j jq1j jw x w x  .x , x for a suitable 1 F h - k; also, f s l over x , x . By i ,h hq1 w p  i . h hq1h hX w xL is totally ordered by F over x , x . If i F i the proof follows byw h hq1 h j
 .  . w xdefinition of i . If i ) i and l x G l x for all x g x , x ,j h j p  i . p  i . h hq1j j h h
 .then ii is trivially true. There remains to consider the case when i ) ih j
 .  .and l x - l x . Suppose, without loss of generality, j - h. Underp  i . p  i .j j h h
 .  .  .these assumptions we have l x - l x and l x -p  i . jq1 p  i . jq1 p  i . hj j h h j j
 .  .l x by i . By continuity, there is at least one index e - i such thatp  i . h jh h w x w xl F l over x , x and l G l s f over x , x . This,p  e. p  i . j jq1 p  e. p  i . w h hq1j j j j h h
 .  .together with i , suffices to settle ii .
X .  .iii Immediate, from ii and the definitions of L and T .w w
 .THEOREM 5.3. There are a Turing machine X and polynomials s x and
 .  .  .t x such that, o¨er input w X g L , X outputs, after at most s aw steps, a
5 5  .clausal form F such that F ' w and F F t aw .
 4  4Proof. Let L s l , . . . , l and T s x , . . . , x . By Lemma 5.2, therew 1 u w 1 k
 < 4  4  .is a set P s p 1 F j - k of permutations of 1, . . . , u , such that f xj w
   .  .4 < 4 w xs min 1, max 0, l x , . . . , l x 1 F j - k , for all x g 0, 1 . Eachp 1. p  i .j j j
l , 1 F j - k, 1 F i F u, is such that there exists either a positive or ap  i.j
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 .   44negative literal c j, i where min 1, max 0, l s f . For any j, 1 F jp  i. c  j, i.j
 .- k, we denote by P j the set of all the indexes h, 1 F h F i , such thatj
 .  .c j, h is a positive literal; similarly, N j is the set of all indexes h9 such
 .that c j, h9 is a negative literal. Note that
f g Mq and f g My.E c  j , h. E c  j , h9.hg P  j. h9g N  j.
 .  . !Hence, by Corollary 4.4, there are formulas m j g L and n j g L0 0
such that
m j ' c j, h and n j ' c j, h9 . .  .  .  .E E
 .  .hgP j h9gN j
Therefore,
ky1
w ' F [ m j k n j , .  . .H
js1
and F is a clausal form.
X operates as follows:
v Using the algorithm described in Theorem 4.3, X computes, in
polynomial time with respect to aw, the set Q .w
v
2 .  .4  .If Q s 0, 0 , 1, 0 , X outputs the clausal form X n ! 2 X ,w
 .  .4  2 .else if Q s 0, 1 , 1, 1 , X outputs the clausal form 2 X k ! X ,w
otherwise X uses Q to quickly build the set L .w w
v  4Using Q and L , X generates the set T s x , . . . , x , by comput-w w w 1 k
ing a number of line intersections bounded by a suitable fixed polynomial
 .in aw see Lemma 4.2 . The coefficients involved in the computation of
these intersections are also bounded by a fixed polynomial in aw. More-
 .2over, k F 2 aw y aw q 2.
v  < 4  .X computes the set P s p 1 F j - k , by evaluating l x forj i j
 .each 1 F i F u and 1 F j - k; in fact, by Lemma 5.2 i , the set L isw
w xtotally ordered by F over each interval x , x . Both the number ofj jq1
permutations generated and the coefficients involved in the evaluations of
 .each l x are bounded by fixed polynomials in aw.i j
v For each 1 F j - k, X determines the index i and then computesj
 .  .the index sets P j and N j by constructing, for all 1 F i F i the literalsj
 .  .c j, i . By Corollary 4.4, each c j, i is computable in polynomial time and
has polynomial length with respect to aw.
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v  .Using Corollary 4.4, X quickly computes the formulas m j and
 .n j for all 1 F j - k, and, finally, outputs F.
Remark. Therefore, as an easy refinement of Theorem 5.3, one can
also remove from F the possible multiple occurrences of any clause
 .  .m j k n j , thus obtaining a shorter clausal form F9 ' w, where each
such clause occurs just once.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We showed how every monotone McNaughton function of one variable,
other than the constants 0 and 1, can be represented by short formulas in
L j L !. Moreover, any formula w in one variable, such that its associ-0 0
ated McNaughton function f is monotone and nonconstant, can bew
quickly reduced to an equivalent formula in L j L ! of polynomial0 0
5 5length with respect to w .
We showed how one can quickly reduce any formula in one variable to a
short clausal form which is suitable to be processed by automated deduc-
w xtion, along the lines of 8 .
w xMcNaughton functions have often been a source of inspiration: see 1, 7
w xand 9 for some interesting relations between infinite-valued èukasiewicz
logic and toric varieties. We introduced very basic techniques for manipu-
lation of functions and formulas of one variable; a number of them can be
generalized to higher dimensions.
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